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Joining the “YouTube Generation”:  Ocean 
Explorer Website

Does the thought of browsing a 
government website make you yawn?  
Scientific American  thinks OAR’s 
Ocean Explorer website will change 
your mind. “Poseidon beware!  
NOAA is determined to penetrate 
every minnow hideout and barnacle 
cluster of your realm, and with 
technology this advanced, there’s no 
stopping this league of swashbuckling 
scientists. Ocean Explorer is full of 

buried treasure,” wrote the prestigious science magazine’s editors 
in honoring Ocean Explorer with their Sci/Tech Web Award. 

Ocean Explorer is a public portal to an ocean of sensory delights.  
Joining the YouTube generation, the Ocean Explorer’s Ocean 
Channel explores underwater volcanoes, coral reefs, and historic 
shipwrecks to name a few. Newsworthy events and mission stories 
are told in video and audio podcasts. Each mission has its own 
section on the website, and is accompanied by a log that records 
the experiences of the mission’s various team members while out 
at sea.

For anyone interested in a career in ocean exploration and research, 
the OceanAGE section provides 
profiles of over 20 people 
involved in ocean exploration.  
Along with scientists from 
multiple disciplines there are 
some unusual options, such as 
submersible pilot, NOAA Corps 
officer, marine archaeologist, 
research coordinator, and 

administrator. Resources for teachers, including modules to 
accompany missions, lesson plans, a glossary, and other activities, 
are also available. The Ocean Explorer website is used by teachers 
around the world. 

Scientific American is not alone in recognizing the site. Ocean 
Explorer has been featured in Discover magazine, on the Animal 
Planet TV channel, and is a CNN science link. It has also been a site 
of the week on Voice of America. And, by the way, many of the 
videos at Ocean Explorer also appear on YouTube.

Image: Screen capture of award-winning Ocean Explorer website.

Impacts
Inspires ocean 
stewardship, a 
new generation of 
ocean explorers, 
and encourages 
scientific discovery 

“This site…dares to 
go where no site has 
gone before. With 
a wealth of online 
goodies that will 
amaze even grizzled 
mariners of the Web, 
it tracks, records, 
photographs, and 
thrills to a fleet of 
deep sea expeditions.  
There’s so much to 
talk about that it’s 
almost painful to 
narrow it down…”  

Yahoo! Picks, May 2006

NOAA Research Matters

Since its inception in April 
2001, NOAA Ocean Explorer 
has been featured on 
hundreds of web sites and 
print media sources, and 
received many awards and 
special recognitions. 
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